Bully Busting!

Half Day Session / Full day option available

Why is this important?
Are you loosing good people because of
workplace bullies? What you tolerate, you
encourage; so it stops right here, right now!
Left unaddressed everyone suffers a significant
loss and possible legal consequences. The
National Communication Association (2015)
notes an increase in poor workplace behaviors
and aggressive communication that includes “degrading, demeaning, devaluing,
mobbing, socially undermining, and emotional tyranny.” Labels aside, it is most often
called bullying, and is accompanied by ongoing and escalated behavior that can
traumatize individuals. Identifying it is the first step, followed by a demonstrated plan to
manage it, and hold offenders legally and morally accountable.

What’s the value?
Lisa Waite works with organizations and individual leaders across the U.S. to rein in
poor behavior. Bully antics and incivility differ from common organizational politics and
are addressed through a unique approach to effective confrontation, where
interpersonal solutions offer resolve to repair broken cultures. The results are evident in
driving more empathy for diversity and tolerance, in better listening, competent
communication, and increased collaboration. Don’t let the many suffer because of a
few!

Attention Leaders! Bullying may not be the leader’s fault but it IS the leader’s
problem. Over 80% of U.S. employees report dissatisfaction in the workplace due to
unruly behavior by a few (Sineck, 2015). Individuals who experience bully behavior
report being “worn down, labeled ‘difficult or problematic,’ and eventually show signs of
emotional, psychological, and emotional trauma.” Rumors, gossip, isolation, exclusion,
obstructionism, and acts of micro-aggression interfere with work, productivity, and
extreme reduced job satisfaction. (NCA, 2015).
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Session Goals:
Participants assume a leadership lens to identify demonstrated ways to address
bullying. Poor behavior surfaces in organizational cultures of every size where it breeds
like rampant cancer cells, and becomes ‘metastasized’ when ignored. Participants
identify destructive actions and skills to deter and manage the dynamics of a toxic
culture.

Sample topics:
•

Differentiate what bullying is and is not (it’s not what you think!)

•

Identify the key reasons poor workplace behavior occurs (enabling,
motivating, and precipitating features)

•

Consequences to the team, the organization, and even for the bully if
behavior is not addressed

•

Recognize your rights and expectations of Human Resources

•

Practice the conversational strategies and leadership skills to manage
these for long term success (no ‘Band-Aid’ approach)

•

Demonstrate competence in the communication strategies to address the
context, setting, and occasion of bully behavior

•

Know the seven characteristics (negative actions) that promote and permit
hostile behavior

•

Create new rules of engagement and best practices to revive a broken
culture, including the art of accountability, discipline, consequences, hiring
and firing well.
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